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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Nicolas Mpotos 
academic consultant Ghent and Antwerp University  
Belgium 

REVIEW RETURNED 10-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for reviewing this manuscript. Overall the paper reads 
pleasantly and the research is properly conducted, taking into 
account the limitations.  
Regarding the educational strategy used, i would like the authors to 
extend their discussion. As they suggest, I am also convinced that 
app training could be an alternative to instruct led or DVD training. 
The discussion does not aboard the fact that DVD learning als has 
major limitations as compared to other educational strategies. 
Numerous publications treat this subject. I think the same applies to 
the app, where digital images were used on a smartphone support. 
The authors might elaborate on the fact that both strategies lack the 
essential educational element of direct feedback (Hattie J, 2009). 
Discussing this would make the article and future perspectives for 
training far more interesting.   

 

REVIEWER Audrey Blewer 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript.  
 
The associated manuscript by Nord et al explores the effectiveness 
of a mobile app compared to DVD-based CPR training on student’s 
CPR skills and willingness to act – an important area of investigation 
from a CPR training standpoint. While the investigation is warranted, 
the manuscript may benefit from edits detailed below. We hope 
these suggestions are helpful to the authors:  
 
Abstract  
Clarify the score/scale of the Cardiff test to make the results more 
understandable to the reviewer  
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Methods- statistical analyses  
Expound on the Cardiff-test scoring mechanism  
 
Since the data are rather large and clustered, a regression analysis 
would be the most appropriate treatment of the data. The chi-square 
test and Mann-Whitney U, while appropriate as initial assessments, 
do not allow you to control for site variation or other confounding 
covariates. Please present a multivariate regression analysis 
controlling for site as a fixed effect or random effect – whatever is 
most appropriate.  
 
Also, the original hypothesis stated equivalence. I would rephrase, if 
your statistical tests are demonstrating superiority. Was the study 
powered to test equivalence or superiority?  
 
Results  
Table 1 – Do you have the age and site/school distribution? If so, 
please add.  
 
Discussion  
 
Perhaps the findings are more of a reflection of the fact that the DVD 
was a group learning experience, whereas the App was more 
individually directed without a video component? Maybe discussion 
of the differences in learning can be expounded upon in the 
discussion.  
 
Also, how many of those trained with the app actually practiced on a 
manikin, while, I assume, most of those trained with the DVD 
practiced on the manikin? Could psychomotor skills influence these 
findings? 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Regarding the educational strategy used, i would like the authors to extend their discussion. As they 

suggest, I am also convinced that app training could be an alternative to instruct led or DVD training. 

The discussion does not aboard the fact that DVD learning als has major limitations as compared to 

other educational strategies. Numerous publications treat this subject. I think the same applies to the 

app, where digital images were used on a smartphone support. The authors might elaborate on the 

fact that both strategies lack the essential educational element of direct feedback (Hattie J, 2009). 

Discussing this would make the article and future perspectives for training far more interesting.  

 

This is an important comment. We completely agree on the fact that both the app and the DVD 

training methods have important limitations, such as the lack of individual direct feedback. We have 

now expanded the discussion to include these aspects of the educational strategies.  

(page 10 line 17)  

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Abstract  

Clarify the score/scale of the Cardiff test to make the results more understandable to the reviewer.  

 

We appreciate this comment to make the results more understandable. The score/scale of the  
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Cardiff test has now been clarified in the abstract.  

(page 2 line 11)  

 

 

Methods- statistical analyses  

Expound on the Cardiff-test scoring mechanism  

 

Information about the Cardiff test scoring mechanism has now been added to the methods section. 

Also, we refer to supplementary file 1 for detailed information on the score of each category included 

in the Cardiff test.  

(page 5 line 33 and page 6 line 17)  

 

 

Since the data are rather large and clustered, a regression analysis would be the most appropriate 

treatment of the data. The chi-square test and Mann-Whitney U, while appropriate as initial 

assessments, do not allow you to control for site variation or other confounding covariates. Please 

present a multivariate regression analysis controlling for site as a fixed effect or random effect – 

whatever is most appropriate.  

 

Point is well taken. A multiple regression analysis to control for potential confounders has now 

therefore been performed. The regression analysis is described in the statistical plan and analyses 

part of the methods section and the results are included in the results section. Multiple linear 

regression analyses including all baseline covariates (with site/school as a fixed effect) did not detect 

any significant confounders and the size of the difference in total score between intervention groups 

were unaltered both at baseline and at six months.  

(page 6 line 32 and page 7 line 22)  

 

 

Also, the original hypothesis stated equivalence. I would rephrase, if your statistical tests are 

demonstrating superiority. Was the study powered to test equivalence or superiority?  

 

The original hypothesis stated equivalence and the study was originally powered to test equivalence. 

However, since the equivalence hypothesis was rejected we further tested for superiority. The sample 

size calculation included in the methods section is to test for superiority. We agree that the overall 

understanding of the manuscript is improved by using superiority approach and adjustments have 

been made accordingly.  

(page 4 line 22 and page 6 line 38)  

 

 

Results  

Table 1 – Do you have the age and site/school distribution? If so, please add.  

 

The intervention was applied in grade 7, so all students were 13 years old. This is described in the 

methods section. In Table 1, we have now added additional information on the number of schools for 

each educational method.  

(page 4 line 29 and page 7 table 1)  

 

Discussion  

Perhaps the findings are more of a reflection of the fact that the DVD was a group learning 

experience, whereas the App was more individually directed without a video component? Maybe 

discussion of the differences in learning can be expounded upon in the discussion.  
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In both methods, the students trained individually on a MiniAnne manikin and the training did not 

include any planned interaction or cooperation with classmates. In the DVD method, the students 

practised in the same rate as the instructions on the DVD. In the app method, the students could 

choose individually how many times they repeated the practical exercises. These differences between 

methods and its possible consequences has now been included in the discussion.  

(page 10 line 17)  

 

 

Also, how many of those trained with the app actually practiced on a manikin, while, I assume, most 

of those trained with the DVD practiced on the manikin? Could psychomotor skills influence these 

findings?  

 

All participants, in both intervention groups, used an individual training manikin (MiniAnne) during the 

practical training. This has now been clarified in the CPR education part of the methods section and 

also included in the discussion.  

(page 5 line 6 and page 10 line 17) 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Nicolas Mpotos 
Ghent University Belgium 

REVIEW RETURNED 02-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have addressed all remarks, i believe this manuscript is 
now suitable for publication. 

 

REVIEWER Audrey Blewer 
University of PA, USA 
 
AHA grant related to CPR training 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript. My 
concerns with the manuscript are as follows:  
 
1) Cardiff score - while described in more detail, the methods are not 
adequately described in enough detail to be reproducible. 
Additionally, the Cardiff score weighting, seen in Table 2, seems 
relatively imbalanced and possibly incorrect given the different 
actions. For example, "checks responsiveness/shaking" - "3" - yes 
AND "3" potentially dangerous? Why would a subject be given 3 
points if they shook the subject in a potentially dangerous manner? 
What's the difference between average compression depth and total 
compressions counted? Why are they weighted the same? What is a 
"3" point score where they had "other" under the compression ratio 
category? Why would they be given such a high weight if they did 
"other"?  
 
 
2) Statistics section - does not adequately describe what 
comparisons are made and more emphasis is placed on the Cardiff 
score then on the mean chest compression rate and depth. 
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Additionally, since this is a cluster design, site should be accounted 
for as either a fixed effect in the regression equation or GEE/random 
effect. This should be described in the stats section. I would suggest 
redoing the statistics section with more emphasis placed on the 
mean chest compression/rate depth (actually values) and the Cardiff 
score as secondary since the scoring has some arbitrary values. 
Resuscitation literature tends to display the data as mean 
rate/depth.  
 
3) Comparisons of primary values - Table 2 and 3 suggest that the 
main comparisons that were made were between the App cohort vs 
the DVD cohort immediately after training and at the retest. For use 
of a paired test, the comparison should be of those immediately after 
training vs post-training to see what the mean/median difference 
was between paired individuals. This is a strength in the data, that 
doesn't seem explored statistically. Was there more of a difference 
in CPR quality from time from training? If this was indeed done, then 
the table should be set-up differently and indicate that the p-value 
was a comparison of the data pre-post. Additionally, Table 2 
indicates that Mann-Whitney U was used to compare continuous 
data, yet, I do not see any elements of Table 2 that are continuous 
data - everything should be categorical?  
 
Overall, there is good data from this study, but the analysis and 
presentation of the data could be improved.   

 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer:  

Cardiff score - while described in more detail, the methods are not adequately described in enough 

detail to be reproducible.  

 

This is an important comment. We agree on the fact that the methods have to be described in great 

detail in order to be reproducible. Additional and more detailed information has now been added to 

the methods section and to supplementary file 1.  

(page 6 line 5, supplementary file 1)  

 

Additionally, the Cardiff score weighting, seen in Table 2, seems relatively imbalanced and possibly 

incorrect given the different actions. For example, "checks responsiveness/shaking" - "3" - yes AND 

"3" potentially dangerous? Why would a subject be given 3 points if they shook the subject in a 

potentially dangerous manner?  

 

We are grateful for this remark. This is a spelling mistake. Checking responsiveness/shaking in a 

potentially dangerous manner gives the subject 1 point, not 3 points. Table 2 has now been corrected.  

(page 8 Table 2)  

 

What's the difference between average compression depth and total compressions counted? Why are 

they weighted the same?  

 

Point well taken. We believe average compression depth and total compressions counted describes 

two different aspects of compression quality. Both these parameters need to be optimal for efficient 

cardiac output. In the Cardiff test these two parameters are given equal weight. Furthermore and 

maybe more important, the Cardiff test is a validated and standardized test, modified according to the 
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2010 ERC guidelines. The use of this test was pre-specified in our study protocol.  

 

 

What is a "3" point score where they had "other" under the compression ratio category? Why would 

they be given such a high weight if they did "other"?  

 

“Other” means that the rescuer has applied a different ratio of compressions and ventilations than 28-

32:2. Some students did sometimes more or fewer compressions, others students perhaps did three 

breaths etc. This has now as suggested been clarified in table 2 and in supplementary file 1.  

(page 8 Table 2, supplementary file 1)  

 

 

Statistics section - does not adequately describe what comparisons are made and more emphasis is 

placed on the Cardiff score then on the mean chest compression rate and depth. Additionally, since 

this is a cluster design, site should be accounted for as either a fixed effect in the regression equation 

or GEE/random effect. This should be described in the stats section. I would suggest redoing the 

statistics section with more emphasis placed on the mean chest compression/rate depth (actually 

values) and the Cardiff score as secondary since the scoring has some arbitrary values. Resuscitation 

literature tends to display the data as mean rate/depth.  

 

Point well taken. The statistics part of the methods section was now been revised as suggested to 

more clearly describe the comparisons made. Site is accounted for as a fixed effect in the regression 

model. In our manuscript, site = school. This is stated on page 6, lines 39-42. The use of the total 

score of the modified Cardiff test for the primary endpoint was pre-specified in our study protocol. 

However, we do agree that the quality of chest compression deserves to be highlighted. Detailed data 

of compression performance is reported in table 3. The manuscript now includes all variables of CPR 

quality suggested to be reported by international guidelines (Resuscitation 2007;74:406-417). Also, 

we agree that reporting mean values instead of median in table 3 is preferable, since these data had 

a close to normal distribution. Table 3 and the statistics part of the methods section has now been 

updated accordingly.  

(page 6 line 32 and page 9 Table 3)  

 

 

 

 

Comparisons of primary values - Table 2 and 3 suggest that the main comparisons that were made 

were between the App cohort vs the DVD cohort immediately after training and at the retest. For use 

of a paired test, the comparison should be of those immediately after training vs post-training to see 

what the mean/median difference was between paired individuals. This is a strength in the data, that 

doesn't seem explored statistically. Was there more of a difference in CPR quality from time from 

training? If this was indeed done, then the table should be set-up differently and indicate that the p-

value was a comparison of the data pre-post.  

 

In table 2, unpaired comparisons were made between the intervention groups at baseline and at 

retest, respectively. The aim of our study, as stated in the introduction, was to compare the two 

intervention groups at two different time points. From this perspective, we find unpaired comparisons 

between intervention groups to be the most straightforward and most comprehensive analyses. We 

have performed paired analyses as well. However, they yielded very similar results and added no 

extra information and therefore we choose to not include them in the study.  

 

I table 3, quality of chest compression is explored in more detail. Again, the main comparisons are 

made between intervention groups (unpaired), but as stated in the table legend comparisons were 
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also made between baseline and retest (paired).  

(page 9 Table 3)  

 

 

Additionally, Table 2 indicates that Mann-Whitney U was used to compare continuous data, yet, I do 

not see any elements of Table 2 that are continuous data - everything should be categorical?  

 

Point well taken. The total score of the Cardiff test is not a continuous variable. This has now been 

corrected in the statistics part of the methods section and in the table legend of table 2.  

(page 6 line 32 and page 8 Table 2) 
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